How well
are we
doing?

How has Connect delivered against the Connect Commitments
agreed with residents in 2020-21?
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Welcome
Hello, I am Diane, I recently
joined the Board of Connect
Housing as Chair.
I am excited to be working with residents and
colleagues over the coming years to make sure
Connect is an organisation we can all be proud of.

Progress against the action plans will be reported
back, in next year’s Residents Report, so people can
see not only did the actions take place, but did they
improve performance.
I encourage you to read the report and feedback
your thoughts, comments, suggestion and to get
involved - Connect is only as good as the people
who are contributing to continually improving the

This report covers the financial year April 2020 to

services provided - you could be one of

April 2021, during which I was not in post. However,

those people.

I have found it most useful to give me an idea of
how Connect has performed against commitments
to residents, during what has been exceptional
times. I want to say thank-you to all of you and the
team at Connect for working together as we have
worked out how to deliver services during a
difficult year.
I hope you find that it also paints a picture for
you of what Connect has achieved during the
past financial year and how it has responded to
challenges along the way.
What flows through the report is the ever-present
dialogue Connect has with people living in a
Connect property or accessing services provided
by Connect. This is important to me, and you will
notice repeated encouragement to get involved so
that your voice can be heard. I encourage you to do
so and look forward to meeting and working with
those that choose to be part of the journey of
the organisation.
Stand out items for me from the report are how
Connect has continued to deliver despite Covid-19,
and how the report is transparent about where
performance has not been where it should be.
There are clear action plans on what is going to be
done to bring performance back on track.

Diane French, Chair of the Board

Once again Covid-19 has
reared its ugly head - which
is something I was hoping
I wouldn’t be writing after
last year, but unfortunately,
we’ve all had to endure
another difficult 12 months.
Despite this, we have managed to ensure that we

Want to be involved
in making Connect
the best it can be?
If the answer is yes then
please get in touch, we’d
love to hear from you.
To make contact please
call or email:

are still holding Connect to account through several
different avenues. Whilst this has been through
online methods, we hope that we’ll be able to
adopt a mixture of online and in-person meetings
moving forward, depending on how the
pandemic progresses.
Also, since resigning from their roles, I’d like to
place on record my thanks to all of the members of
the CRF committee for their hard work over
the years.

Lisa Longbottom
07985 887549

lisa.longbottom@connecthousing.org.uk

I hope you find this summary report of how
Connect is performing useful and interesting, and
I urge you to also get involved and make sure your
voice is heard. There are plenty of ways to do so.
We - as residents - need to make sure we’re at the
heart of decision-making.
Best wishes to everyone.
Eunice Clarkson,

Oliver Jacques
07435 279836

oliver.jaques@connecthousing.org.uk

Former Chair of the Connect Residents Federation
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Introduction
Thank you for taking the time
to read this report, we think
it’s really important and hope
that you will too.
This Annual Residents’ Report lets you know how

Connect is always looking for people who want to

Here at Connect we are so looking forward to

Connect has performed against the areas that you

be part of helping improve the way we do things,

delivering fully against the Connect Commitments,

have told us are important to you. For Connect

so if you would like to be involved in developing the

but probably not as much as you are looking

it cuts to the very core of what the organisation

next set of Connect Commitments then please get

forward to returning to a time when our lives aren’t

stands for, which is delivering great services where

in touch – we’d love to hear from you!

dominated by Covid-19.

Each year residents who sit on the Service

If you have any ideas about how Connect could

We believe this is how to be a great landlord and

Improvement Forum (SIF) give Connect a rating

support you or your community with recovering

to be the best Connect we can be.

against each commitment – red, amber or green.

from the impact of the pandemic, then please get

During 2020-21 some of the commitments were

in touch and let us know – we really want to know

suspended, by agreement with residents. This was

what would positively impact residents so we can

due to the pandemic.

focus on the things that matter to you.

framework, visit GOV.UK and search for ‘regulator

Connect’s ability to deliver against some of the

One thing we have already done is fund a

of social housing’.

commitments had been made impossible due to

temporary post to work with people on addressing

factors outside of anyone’s control. During this

the conflicts and tensions that have arisen in

time, the focus of the organisation shifted to other

communities as a result of the increased pressures

important work such as: calling residents to see

we are all feeling.

you are involved in making the key decisions.

We also produce this report as part of how we
are regulated by the Regulator of Social Housing.
If you want to find out more about the regulatory

The Connect Commitments which are used in this
report to measure performance have been created
with residents.
There is going to be a refresh this year of the
Connect Commitments as people’s priorities
change over time.

if any additional support was needed; offering
support to all residents who needed to claim

We’ll be monitoring the impact of this,

Universal Credit due to a change in circumstances;

but again if you want to be involved in

additional cleaning in communal areas and

helping communities come back

continuing to let homes to people who were

together, just get in touch.

homeless and in urgent housing need.
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Connect Commitments
The ratings
are as follows:
Met

Partially
met

Not
met

Developed in 2017 with residents, the Connect Commitments
are the areas that are really important to people.

They are:

Performing well and
recognised to have
fully met the commitment

Repairs

The standard of
your new home

Evidence of aiming to meet
the commitment but not
delivered fully on the
commitment, so partially met

A well-managed
estate

Anti-social &
nuisance
behaviours

Not met, so lots of work to
do on meeting the target in
future years

Landlord
services

Listening to
residents

Connect Commitments

Over the next few pages you will find detail about how
Connect has performed against the commitments.

Planned work
in & around
your home

Aids &
adaptations

You will also find action plans which explain how Connect is addressing where performance
hasn’t been as good as it should have been.
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Repairs
How have we performed on what residents have told us is
important about how we do repairs?
2019/20
Commitment made and measured
Emergency repair made safe within 24 hours

2020/21

performance performance
Met

Met

Non-emergency repairs completed with 15 working days

Met

Commitment
suspended

80% of non-emergency repairs completed in 10 working days

Met

Commitment
suspended

Appointment date given when resident first reports a repair

Met

Commitment
suspended

Actions taken to address completing a repair

“The person who attended did a brilliant job

at the first visit

in my house, she worked on it as if she were

Whilst there has been improvement on completing
a repair at first visit, Covid-19 meant there were
difficulties with sourcing building materials and with
contractor availability which affected our ability to

Partially
met

Partially
met

professional, respectful and courteous.

Contractors* leave home clean and tidy.

Met

Met

Met

Met

Gas safety check and service every year

Met

Met

Met

Met

so pleased.”

“Please pass on my thanks to the person who

of the changes was to introduce a scheduling team.

has replaced my shower. The work was carried

This team now manage the repairs ordering process.

out to an excellent standard, leaving my home

This improvement happened at the end of 2020

with no trace of dust or materials. With her

and had a real impact on managing workloads and

knowledge, standard of work and personality,

reducing the backlog of repairs.

she is a real asset to Connect.”

Following the team going live, the backlog reduced
by approximately 300 repair jobs. Ensuring repairs

It’s great to hear when we have done a good

are completed at the first visit is a key area of focus

job, and what it is about the way we deliver

for the Property Services team. To achieve this,

services that you really appreciate. It helps Connect

constant areas of focus are:

to do more of what you value.

the schedulers.
• Making sure the repairs team have the right stock
• Where there is uncertainty about a job, this is

However, we know we don’t always get things right
and we are very sorry to hear when we have let you
down. Some examples of where you have told us
we haven’t lived up to our commitments include:

clarified prior to the visit to carry out the repair.
Despite the challenges Connect and other landlords
(social or private) have experienced in continuing
to deliver a repairs service during the pandemic,

Gas repairs – attend within 24 hours

like her to do my repairs all the time I am

Changes were made to improve in this area. One

on their vans.
Contractors*

job. She really went the extra mile and I would

meet this commitment.

• Ensuring jobs are raised correctly by
Complete repair at first visit, if at all possible

working in her own home and did a fantastic

“The first time they didn’t cement it properly
and missed two posts off so had to come
back out.”

Connect has continued to receive positive feedback
on the repairs carried out in residents’ homes.
Here is a selection of some of the compliments

“Left the drive-way a right mess… needs
sorting out.”

we have received over the last year:
“Worker came out and said the door needs

Repair satisfaction surveys sent out and monitored

Report to Connect Residents Federation and
Connect’s Board regularly on performance

Met

Met

Met

Met

* These commitments also apply to our directly employed repairs staff as well as to any contractors that carry out repairs on our behalf.

“Very impressed with the plumber who

replacing so he took pictures and went. Have

attended, he is a credit to Connect”

not heard anything back from it.”

“I just want to say thank you for the repairs to

We do want to know when you are not happy

my bathroom tap and toilet and also advice

with the service you receive so that we can put

regarding a matter in my kitchen this morning.

things right quickly and learn from what went

The 2 gentlemen were knowledgeable,

wrong, so please do continue to let us know.

efficient and pleasant and I am very happy
with the results.”
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A well managed estate

Landlord services

How have we performed on what residents have told us is
important about how estates are managed and maintained?

How have we performed on what residents have told us is
important about the standard of their new home?

2019/20
Commitment made and measured

2020/21

performance performance

2019/20
Commitment made and measured
Send out annual tenant satisfaction survey
(and review with tenant review panel from 2016/17)

Partially
met

Commitment
suspended

Work with residents to inspect estates

Met

Commitment
suspended

Tell residents about value for money savings

Team of resident volunteers carry out audit inspections

Met

Commitment
suspended

‘Landlord services’ means the cleaning of

Inspect estates and larger blocks of ﬂats once per year

2020/21

performance performance
Partially
met

Commitment
suspended

Met

Commitment
suspended

communal areas and the maintenance of
Report progress on estate action plans to
Connect Residents Federation

Met

Commitment
suspended

communal gardens.
Whilst this last year sees the commitments in this
area suspended, we have far from suspended our

Unfortunately inspecting estates has been affected

overall commitment to delivering landlord services

by the pandemic. Connect has acted to keep both

that are good value for money.

colleagues and residents safe, by limiting face to face

Connect is currently using a new customer survey

contact to where it is absolutely necessary.

system so that resident satisfaction can be

However, some estate inspections were carried out

reviewed and responded to promptly.

where there was no risk to residents or staff, and

The system is called ‘Customer Sure’ and it is part

Connect continued to carry out important health

of our commitment to put people first and actively

and safety checks. As restrictions are lifting, Connect

listen and learn.

is now focusing on getting back on track with
performance in this area.

Expect to see new and interesting topics –
including how we’re using Customer Sure to
learn about what matters to you most and
how we’re acting on what you tell us - in
the resident newsletter and next year’s
Residents’ Report.
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Standard of your new home
How have we performed on what residents have told us is
important about the standard of their new home?
2019/20
Commitment made and measured

2020/21

performance performance

Connect inspects contractor’s work before resident moves in

Met

Met

Almost all repairs completed before move in

Met

Met

Lettings satisfaction surveys sent out and monitored

Met*

Commitment
suspended

Anti-social & nuisance
behaviours (ASB)
How have we performed on what residents have told us
is important about anti-social and nuisance behaviour?
2019/20
Commitment made and measured

2020/21

performance performance

Acknowledge Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB) reports in two days
and ensure residents aware of their community housing officer

Met

Met

Respond in one working day if the report is serious

Met

Met

Respond in five working days if the report is less serious

Met

Met

Take legal action if other action fails/not possible

Met

Met

Write or contact resident when we close an ASB case
(and send satisfaction survey where appropriate)

Met

Met

*98% satisfaction

We continued to let homes to people who were
homeless and in urgent housing need during the
year, and we were able to continue to meet our
commitments on the standard of the homes we let.
Satisfaction surveys have now been re-introduced,
and we will be able to report on this in next
year’s report.

“This Connect home
has given me fantastic
quality of life, really
happy with the area
and neighbours,
perfect.”
Customer feedback

The story that lies behind the performance in this

To support residents and the wider community

area, is one of increasing numbers of both low

with this we are funding an additional, temporary

level and high level (serious) anti-social and

community housing officer. This temporary post

nuisance behaviour.

will be part of the Community Housing Officer

Whether this is linked to Covid-19 and the
challenges being experienced on an individual and
community level is yet to be determined, but this

team. This focused role will lead on growing
the use of mediation and developing
community-based solutions.

experience is true for social and private landlords
across the country.
This trend has continued into 2021-22. Connect
received 39 reports of nuisance/anti-social
behaviour up to July (four months). To put this in
context, this is over half the number of reports
received in the whole of 2020–21.
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Listening to residents

Actions taken to address poor performance
responding to complaints

How have we performed on what residents have
told us is important about listening to them?
2019/20
Commitment made and measured
Ask for comments on services received

Listen to views expressed in complaints and compliments
and reply in time

Commitment
suspended

Partially
met*

Not
met**

Use ‘in depth’ methods to consult about specific issues

Met

Commitment
suspended

Listen and respond in good time to the
Connect Residents Federation

Not
met

2019-20

2020-21

Stage 1

45

58

35

the pandemic, the complaints response time was

Stage 2

3

5

4

Housing Ombudsman
Investigation

0

1

2

with the Connect Residents Federation.
2020/21

2018-19

To recognise the exceptional circumstances during
extended from 14 days to 28 days, in agreement

performance performance
Yes
Met

Historic complaints data

Connect is disappointed with the drop in

What has happened as a result of

performance in responding to complaints on time.

complaints received?

This has been in part due to some very complex

• Connect has invested in changes to internal

complaints, some staff absences due to Covid-19

systems and technology to allow complaints to be

and key staff (managers in particular) being focused

managed more efficiently

on maintaining essential services including ensuring
staff were able to work from home.

• Connect has focused on improving communication
between Connect colleagues and our residents.

From May 2021, our customer insight manager
has been managing complaints to ensure we are
taking a consistent approach and are responding to
complaints in a timely manner.
Met

Summary of complaints received
Overall there was a drop of 23 (40%) in the number

Publish annual ‘What Connect Tenants Want’ report
*Partially met responded to within target = 87%

** Not met responded to within target = 50%

Met

Met

of complaints, the reason for which is not clear.
Two complaints were referred to the Housing
Ombudsman Service for further investigation after
they had been through Connect’s 2 stage formal
complaints process.
In both cases that went to the Housing Ombudsman,
the Ombudsman was satisfied with the way that
Connect had dealt with the situation and that
the complaint had been investigated and
resolved satisfactorily.
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Planned works

Aids & adaptations

How have we performed on what residents have told us
is important about planned works?

How have we performed on what residents have told
us is important about aids and adaptations?

2019/20
Commitment made and measured

2020/21

performance performance

Commitment made and measured

Write to residents two months before work is due

Met

Commitment
suspended*

We aim to complete minor adaptations within 21 days

Clarify residents’ choices and how to make selections

Met

Commitment
suspended

We will ask our contractors to work continuously
(between 9am and 5pm) to complete the work in your home

Send out satisfaction surveys and monitor

Met

Commitment
suspended

Consult with Connect Residents Federation annually about
content of Planned Maintenance programme

Met

Commitment
suspended

Report to Connect Residents Federation and Connect’s Board
regularly on performance with the programme.

Met

Commitment
suspended

*Please note that in some cases where the works was required due to failure of components, the two weeks notice may have been waived to
ensure a speedy response to the issue.

Planned works are where maintenance work is

Despite the challenge of keeping residents and

carried out to improve aspects of a property or

colleagues safe during the pandemic, and the

properties, the term is used to distinguish between

interlinked issues with obtaining materials and the

this kind of work and ‘reactive repairs’. Reactive

availability of contractors, Connect has sought to

repairs are where something is broken or not

deliver as much as possible on the Planned Works

working properly and it needs to be fixed.

programme. This has meant that Connect has

The term ‘planned works’ has evolved because
social landlords have what is called an ‘asset plan’
which means they can plan which windows,
doors, bathrooms, kitchens, roofs and other
items will need replacing, and manage the work
as efficiently as possible to achieve best value for
money for residents
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2019/20

been able to continue upgrading and improving
residents’ homes.

2020/21

performance performance

We will clean up after ourselves and tidy up after we
have finished working in your home

Provide a satisfaction survey

Met

Commitment
suspended

Report to Connect Residents Federation and Connect’s Board
regularly on performance

Met

Partially
met**

*Connect completed 76% of minor aids and adaptations within target.
** The Annual Repairs and Maintenance Report did not go to Connect’s board during 2020-21 due to the pandemic, hence the partial meeting
of this commitment. Connect Residents Federation were regularly updated on both repairs and planned works during the year.

Reasons for not delivering within target on the
remaining 24% are as follows
• Eight were delayed by shielding and backlogs
during the first lockdown.
• One was delayed at the resident’s request.
• One was delayed as it required more than one
visit to complete the works and the second visit fell

During the year Connect
invested in:
Planned work

Spend

Internal heating/boilers

£1,673

Internal bathrooms

£56,579

External doors

£96,105

External windows

£34,728

External roofs

£172,180

Overall spend

£361, 265

outside the target of 21 days
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Value for money

Action plan to improve in relation to
aids and adaptations
Action

Desired impact

We will work with residents to co-design a
new Aids and Adaptations Policy.

To have a clear and comprehensive policy that
outlines Connect’s approach to ensuring that
properties are effectively adapted to enhance
the health and wellbeing of residents.

Use information technology to inform the
procedure to deliver Aids and Adaptations Policy.

To provide an efficient procedure that processes
applications and delivers an effective customer
focused solution.

Research potential partnerships to enhance the
customer experience (so residents know all the
options available over and above what Connect
can provide).

To provide an excellent service to residents,
providing detailed information about the
options available so that residents can make
informed decisions.

Research potential product ranges available to
address the aids and adaptation requirements
of residents (for example invisible creations:
invisiblecreations.co.uk).

To enhance the appearance of aids and
adaptations and address the reluctance to
install due to stigma and visual appearance of
the traditional aids and adaptations offer.

It’s important to Connect
that best use is made of
income and reserves, so
that there can be continued
investment in your home
and Connect can deliver
high quality services.
During this unusual year:
• The income team managed to collect
98.8% of all rent due.
• The income team kept the level of rent arrears
within target, at 3.32%.
• The Lettings and Leasehold team and the Repairs

Equality, diversity and inclusion

team minimised income loss, to 0.91% of total
rental income due, whilst properties were empty

Connect recognises that inequalities exist in society

These statistics provide an illustration of the

and also appreciates the value that diversity brings.

current position in the area. Expect to hear more

Because of this, Connect is working on becoming

about this topic, and once again – if you would

a more diverse organisation that reflects the

like to be involved in this aspect of Connect, then

diversity of the neighbourhoods where residents

please get in touch.

live and work.

:

57%

Female

43%
Male

*Data for residents is for all household members .

61%

White
British

39%

BAME†

Workforce

61%

Female

39%
Male

75% BAME

†

White
British

Age 16-24

Age 25-34

savings, totalling £725,808.

19% 17%

27%

of residents define
themselves as
having a disability

14% 15%

• When surveyed on satisfaction with value for
money residents scored performance at 92.8%.
Connect aims to continuously improve performance
against these measures. Key to this is finding out
what is important to you and ensuring that helps to
shape the way we do things. This is why the
Connect Commitments will be refreshed this

2% 6%

12%

21%

of workforce
define themselves
as having a
disability

Age 35-44

21%

14%

Age 45-54

28%

Age 55-64

Colour key for age range of residents and workforce
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an improvement on last year’s performance.
to receive additional income through benefits and

†BAME stand for Black, Asian and minority ethnic

25%

• Empty homes took on average 23.9 days to re-let,
• The Money Matters team supported residents

Age range

Residents*

for repair and re-letting .

20%
23%

Age 65+

Thanks...
We welcome your comments or queries
about this report or any other aspects of
our tenant engagement activities.

year to make sure the service delivered by

If you would like to discuss anything in this

Connect focuses on what residents value

report or opportunities to be involved with
us please contact:
Lisa Longbottom on: 07985 887 549
lisa.longbottom@connecthousing.org.uk
Oliver Jaques on: 07435 279 836
oliver.jaques@connecthousing.org.uk
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Getting in touch
Our vision is for a sustainable and just society where good homes, neighbourhoods and
opportunities help people enjoy happy, healthy lives.
Please drop us a line at hello@connecthousing.org.uk
Also, get in touch if you would like to request this document in an alternative format.

Connect Housing, 205 Roundhay Roads, Leeds, LS8 4HS
T 0300 5000 600 | E hello@connecthousing.org.uk | connecthousing.org.uk
Connect Housing Association Limited is a charitable housing organisation registered under the
Co-operative and Community Benefit Societies Act 2014 (No. IP17445R) and the
Regulator of Social Housing (No. L2285).
Registered Office: 205 Roundhay Road, Leeds, LS8 4HS.
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